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This study reports on the design and development of a methodological toolbox

prototype for evaluating EdTech deployed in the contexts of fragility and crisis.

The project adopted a bottom-up approach: training EdTech users in participatory

action research approaches was followed by a comprehensive mapping of

problems in the Azraq refugee camp that might be addressed through the

chosen EdTech installed in a local Makerspace. Students as researchers used a

developmental evaluation approach to deepen their understanding of evaluation

as a concept and as a process and proceeded to match the results of their Azraq

camp problem-tree analysis with evaluation questions related to the EdTech tools

available in theMakerspace. The study concludes with a proposedmethodological

toolbox prototype, a set of approaches and processes that include research

capacity building in fragile contexts, and user-led evaluation that emphasizes the

notion of evaluation as a learning process driven by those designed to benefit from

EdTech in fragile contexts.

KEYWORDS

EdTech in humanitarian contexts, developmental evaluation, accountability to a�ected
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Background

“EdTech is a tool that needs to be constructed with principles of pedagogy in mind”

(Tauson and Stannard, 2018, p. 8). While early responses to the challenges imposed by

the COVID-19 pandemic focused on technology, attention shifted quickly to pedagogy and

engagement as the key determinants of keeping the learning going (Vegas, 2020). IRC (2022)

defines EdTech as the application of a tool that combines hardware, software, educational

theory, and practice, which promotes learning. Kucirkova (2022) contends, however,

that EdTech and companies have become bigger but not necessarily more educational.

According to Hirsh-Pasek et al. (2022), education lags behind digital leaps, which allows

technology rather than educators to define what counts as an educational opportunity.

IRC (2022) leverages the six Cs first introduced by Hirsh-Pasek et al. (2022) to describe

the characteristics that make EdTech truly educational: Collaboration, Communication,

Content, Critical Thinking, Creative Innovation, and Confidence. Tauson and Stannard

(2018) deplore the extraordinary lack of evaluations and impact studies of EdTech in

emergency settings and how challenging it had been to represent the views on EdTech of

those living in humanitarian contexts due to the paucity of research carried out in those

settings in general, and the complete absence of relevant cost-benefit analyses. The promise

of EdTech to produce change at scale in humanitarian and development contexts has not
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materialized (Rodriguez-Segura, 2022). Literature reviews of

usability studies of EdTech (Lu et al., 2022) make no mention

of humanitarian and development contexts and focus more on

the ease of use of technologies, rather than on their specific

relevance to the context in which they were used. Lu et al.

(2022) emphasize that no standard evaluation tool exists for

assessing usability with all of the studies included in their meta-

analysis employing a study-specific observation or questionnaire

protocol. The gap in evaluation approaches for EdTech is therefore

not limited to humanitarian and development contexts, although

the significant funding gaps in Education in Emergencies (EiE)

should have encouraged (Geneva Global Hub for Education in

Emergencies, 2022) more systematic analyses of how investments

in EdTech in emergencies impact humanitarian contexts and youth

in displacement.

Very little of published research in EdTech has been led

by researchers living in contexts of forced displacement (Tauson

and Stannard, 2018), and the literature offers only occasional

mention of participant-led monitoring and evaluation (Davies

and Elderfield, 2022). As decolonization has taken root in

humanitarian and development contexts, extractive research led

by Global North institutions is increasingly and rightly questioned

on ethical grounds (Haelewaters et al., 2021). When considering

EdTech, there continues to be considerable emphasis on all

education initiatives being designed to contribute to meeting

national curriculum requirements for primary and secondary

school students and ensuring that at higher education levels,

students reach the same learning outcomes verified through formal,

yet modified assessment procedures. As the COVID-19 pandemic

has abated, universities have relaunched, promoting the advantages

of online and hybrid learning, while primary and secondary schools

have returned to the classroom, with modifications. There are

numerous discussions on catch-up strategies to achieve scheduled

learning outcomes; some countries, such as Kenya, decided to

simply skip an entire school year and had everyone repeat.

There continues to be the talk of school reforms, education

reforms, and higher education reforms, but only scant inquiry

into learning itself, insufficient questioning of education models,

or of the delivery channels that are designed to ultimately serve

the same purpose as education was designed to serve prior to the

pandemic. The focus appears to remain on delivery channels and

the corresponding tools to deliver learning and content, without

questioning either the learning or the content, or paying close

attention to what kind of EdTech and how its deployment affects

youth in displacement (UNICEF-Innocenti, 2022). Compilations

of how digital technologies accompany youth from learning to

earning document promising practices (UNICEF, 2021) but focus

more on digital technology in humanitarian and development

contexts in general, rather than on EdTech, and do not include clear

references on user assessment.

With the entire world as an EiE context during the COVID-19

pandemic, EdTech was seen as key to overcoming the gaps in

learning, resulting from schools and universities closing their

doors, and the initial response to physical isolation was thus

emergency remote teaching. This only exacerbated inequities

already present in education systems worldwide, as few countries

were able to respond by furnishing their learners with the needed

devices, while others, including those living through other types of

emergencies, were quick to return to the lowest levels of technology,

with educational radio making a major comeback (Muñoz-Najar

et al., 2021).

The project we report on in this study was launched prior to

the onset of, but implemented during the COVID-19 pandemic

and it was conceived for humanitarian contexts from the start.

The project output was to design and develop a methodological

toolbox for evaluating EdTech deployed in contexts of fragility and

crisis and to identify evaluation questions related to the context and

location in which EdTech was used with a view to informing policy

and practice surrounding EdTech in humanitarian contexts.

Monitoring and evaluation approaches in humanitarian

contexts encounter challenges in developing reliable indicators

and in meaningfully capturing the important parameters of

interventions. ALNAP’s Guide to Evaluating Humanitarian Action

(Buchanan-Smith et al., 2016) lists six challenges to reliably

evaluate projects: constrained access to where a project is

implemented; lack of data, where data quality is either very

poor, irrelevant, unavailable, with no baselines recorded, which

is particularly difficult in protracted emergencies; rapid and

chaotic responses in the absence of a theory of change

whenever the program was implemented rapidly; high staff

turnover as projects are often of short duration and key

informants are difficult to come by; and data protection, as

well as ethical considerations regarding data collection within a

do-no-harm framework.

In considering the above, the activities identified to design

the EdTech methodological toolbox prototype included the

co-design of a participatory, youth-led, research methodology

that would be part of an evolving methodological toolbox to

assess the potential of EdTech tools in humanitarian contexts.

Leveraging the potential of forcibly displaced youth is an integral

part of the Grand Bargain’s spirit of a coordinated approach

to community engagement and participation (IASC, 2017). It

emphasizes the inclusion of the most vulnerable and promotes

sharing and analyzing data to strengthen decision-making,

transparency, and accountability in humanitarian contexts. The

Inter-Agency Standing Committee (IASC), the United Nation’s

humanitarian coordination mechanism, is home to the Grand

Bargain, a commitment of currently 66 signatories—donors,

UN member states, NGOs, UN agencies, and the Red Cross

movement—that originated at the World Humanitarian Summit

2016. Workstream 6 focuses on the Participation Revolution

and promotes the inclusion of people receiving aid in making

decisions that affect their lives (IASC, n.d.) and defines effective

“participation” of people affected by humanitarian crises as

“put[ting] the needs and interests of those people at the core

of humanitarian decision making, by actively engaging them

throughout decision-making processes.” This revolution “requires

an ongoing dialogue about the design, implementation, and

evaluation of humanitarian responses with people, local actors,

and communities who are vulnerable or at risk. . . ” (IASC, 2017).

Similarly, the Inter-Agency Network for Education in Emergencies

Minimum Standards include Community Participation as

Standard 1 (INEE, 2010): “Community members participate

actively, transparently, and without discrimination in analysis,
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planning, design, implementation, monitoring, and evaluation of

education responses.”

In line with these recommendations and standards, the

methodological framework chosen for this research is Participatory

Action Research (PAR), which is collaborative in nature and focuses

on gathering information that can be used for change on social

issues by those who are affected by those issues and encouraged

to take a leading role in producing and using knowledge about

it (Pain et al., 2012). PAR offers a democratic model of who can

produce, own, and use knowledge and is thus greatly adaptable to

the contexts in which it is applied.

The implementation context

Designed originally as a project with three implementation

sites, Lebanon, Jordan, and Djibouti, the fallout of both political

and health emergencies in Lebanon and Djibouti left Jordan as

the only remaining project site. This clearly dealt a blow to the

ambition of significantly strengthening the evidence base. Having

to choose between rescheduling the entire project and continuing

the implementation in Jordan’s Azraq refugee camp, the authors

decided to modify the original terms of reference to adapt to

a double emergency as follows: Syrian refugees living in the

Azraq camp as an already protracted crisis, coupled with that

of the pandemic that exacerbated already existing humanitarian

challenges. Expertise gained by one of the authors in other

refugee contexts through systematic programming to build social-

emotional learning competencies further strengthened the resolve

to continue the project in the Azraq camp and to build on a

foundation that had been laid through the relevant course and

project work over the preceding 18 months. During that period,

a new learning hub for tertiary education had been completed in

Azraq’s Village 3 where two HP Learning Studios had been installed

(Global Citizen, 2018) as EdTech solutions.

The Azraq camp in Jordan, nestled in a remote desert plot

approximately 100 km east of Amman, opened in 2014 to receive

refugees from the Syrian Civil War; its population has remained

stable at approximately 40,000, of whom 60% are children, with

families living in an estimated 9,000 shelters (UNHCR, 2022).

Over 11,000 children are enrolled in formal schooling in 15 camp

schools. There are no tertiary education institutions on-site, and

only 8% of the total working-age population hold work permits for

Jordan, with another 10% employed by UN agencies and NGOs in

the camp’s incentive-based work scheme as paid volunteers.

Addressing the deliverable of a methodological toolbox

prototype to assess the potential of EdTech tools in humanitarian

contexts, this project site was chosen based on the prior engagement

of refugee students with EdTech within projects related to

Makerspace. This was to ensure shared interest/knowledge,

opportunities, and relationships, the three parameters identified

by the Connected Learning Alliance as key to meaningful

and powerful learning, whether digital, blended, or face-to-face

(Connected Learning Alliance, 2020).

Azraq refugee camp in Jordan had benefited both from

programming on the HP Learning Studios, consisting of a Sprout

Pro by HP and including an HP 3D Capture Stage, a business-

size printer, a charging cabinet, and 15 laptops tailored to different

education levels. Additionally, two editions of a development

engineering course offered by Purdue University had been rolled

out, followed by the setting up of an engineering projects interest

group and an engineering facilitator training course (de Freitas

and DeBoer, 2019). The foundation engineering class, Localized

Engineering in Displacement, was designed to challenge students to

apply engineering skills to solve local problems. Purdue’s DeBoer

Lab leveraged the affordances of the HP Learning Studios, given

that the learning outcomes envisaged by the HP Learning Studios

and the engineering in displacement course showed considerable

overlap. The HP laptops and modeling software (HP Sprout)

aligned with the engineering course curriculum. The laptops were

versatile and compatible with all the software used to program and

visually sketch circuits formicrocontroller setups that students used

in their prototypes. Students in the Azraq camp had thus learned

to collaborate, explore, innovate, and test real solutions, taking

advantage of the variety of technologies afforded by the devices of

the HP Learning Studio.

Participants in the engineering course had worked on the

design of spaces in preparation for their role in shaping the

construction of the new Learning Hub in Azraq’s Village 3, thus

contributing to the design of a common space in their community

using insights from observation and interviews. Projects built on

the design thinking process were explored in the HP Learning

Studio training course and introduced themes of inclusive design,

accessibility, and equity. Together, then, the HP Learning Studio

approach and that of Localized Engineering in Displacement, both

identified and addressed real-world problems; they encouraged

participants to work in teams to solve these problems and explore,

test, and evaluate multiple possible solutions on their own. In

short, the Azraq refugee camp offered the capacity to pursue the

development of themethodological toolbox for EdTech assessment.

The methodological EdTech
tool(box)—prototype as the main
outcome of the project

First, we describe the methodological toolbox in detail

(Figure 1), followed by a description of how it was developed,

tested, and verified for humanitarian contexts. We then synthesize

and discuss the implications of the toolbox for evaluating EdTech

solutions for protracted displacement contexts and conclude with

recommendations regarding the involvement of forcibly displaced

youth in monitoring and evaluation.

BetterEvaluation (2022) approach served as the basic

framework for the evaluation process chosen for this project; it sets

out the different steps and provides a timeline along which these

need to be implemented. The methodological toolbox contains

the following: capacity building through training in Participatory

Action Research (PAR) as a process, with more specific tools of

bottom-up problem-tree analysis facilitated by mind-mapping,

qualitative data analysis of reflections (iterative) and outputs

(evaluation questions), and an open developmental evaluation

approach to selecting evaluation questions and implementing the

final evaluation phase as outcomes.
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FIGURE 1

The EdTech tool(box)—Prototype.

BetterEvaluation as an overarching
framework

The Rainbow Framework (BetterEvaluation, 2022) provides a

systematic approach to Monitoring & Evaluation (M&E) in that

it organizes the different M&E methods and processes into tasks

and task clusters that facilitate application. These task clusters are

labeled as follows: Manage, Define, Frame, Describe, Understand

Causes, Synthesize, and Report & Support Use. This framework is

part of the Global Evaluation Initiative that supports efforts aligned

with local needs, goals, and perspectives.

Managing an evaluation involved agreeing on how decisions

would bemade for each task cluster of the evaluation. This involved

understanding and engaging stakeholders, establishing decision-

making processes, deciding who will conduct the evaluation for

the tool we were to develop, what resources we had available, and

how we would secure them, defining ethical and quality standards,

documenting the process, developing planning documents for the

evaluation system, and building the capacity to assess whether

indeed a tool developed using this approach could be used in

different complex contexts.

The challenge was defining what was to be evaluated and how it

is supposed to work.While the HP Learning Studio itself could have

lent itself as the EdTech to be evaluated, its installation had not been

linked to any specific outcome. This meant that no assumptions

were made a priori about what the evaluation tool was to measure

or what it would look like, there was no theory of change and

hence no traditional logic frame to inform the build phase of the

project. It was thus important to identify an evaluation approach,

which did not require these traditional M&E components, that was

flexible and could be implemented in low-resource environments

involving the ultimate users/beneficiaries of EdTech as the drivers

of the build phase. They would constantly learn and adapt their

TABLE 1 Types of evaluation questions (Adapted from BetterEvaluation,

2022).

Appropriateness To what extent does the program address an identified need?

How well does the program align with priorities identified by

youth, agencies, and the government?

Effectiveness To what extent is the program achieving the intended

outcomes, in the short, medium, and long term?

To what extent is the program producing worthwhile results

(outputs, outcomes) and/or meeting each of its objectives?

Efficiency Do the outcomes of the program represent value for money?

To what extent is the relationship between inputs and

outputs timely, cost-effective, and up to the expected

standards (INEE MS, Sphere)?

developments to new levels of knowledge and understanding of

the context in which the tool was built. This led us ultimately to

identify the developmental evaluation approach as optimal for the

humanitarian contexts in which the tool would be developed and

later used.

Framing the boundaries of the evaluation represented a

key task cluster, as it included identification of intended users,

deciding on one or all of the evaluation purposes, accountability,

knowledge construction, and improvement, specifying the key

evaluation questions (Table 1), and eventually also determining

what success might look like. This task cluster represented a

major component of the methodological toolbox prototype as

can be seen from the description below of activities and outputs.

Synthesizing data from the evaluation to document the merit of

an EdTech and reporting on the findings in ways that are useful

to the intended users completed the series of tasks within the

BetterEvaluation Framework.
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Participatory action research training

As the remit for this project was the development of an

evaluation tool(box) for EdTech and as the program within which

this project was embedded was a Higher Education in Emergencies

program, we wanted to proceed within the framework of a

participatory approach and therefore needed to start with training

researchers/evaluators in humanitarian contexts where EdTech was

to be used and ultimately evaluated. Starting with the skill-building

approach ultimately allowed for observing how this empowers

forcibly displaced youth, the ultimate beneficiaries of EdTech in

the refugee camp, to design a tool that would genuinely evaluate

educational technology in a complex and changing environment,

such as a humanitarian context. Our choice among evaluation

frameworks was guided by our vision of refugee empowerment

within the larger localization framework of the 2016 World

Humanitarian Summit (IASC, 2017).

Potential researchers were recruited during the Management

phase of the project. Outreach by one of the engineering course

graduates was initiated to recruit participants through purposive

sampling in what came to be called the HP Research Group, linking

the project to the installation of the HP Learning Studio. A total

of eight participants joined the project (three female, five male;

age range 19–35; all Syrian refugees living in the Azraq refugee

camp, Azraq, Jordan), supported by two humanitarian interpreters

with a background in engineering and research. All of them had

graduated from secondary school, and some were enrolled in

formal or non-formal higher education programs offered in the

Azraq refugee camp or by local universities. The level of English

proficiency was mixed, requiring educational interpreting during

the on-site seminars on participatory research and when the group

was meeting in the Learning Hub where the HP Learning Studio

had been set up. To facilitate communication, a dedicated forum

on a messaging app was set up in which the interpreters also

participated to ensure sharing of information across the entire

group. The messaging forum was active for a total of 288 days

(678 messages, 11,645 words, 64 media files made up mostly of

project photos, and 35 documents. The analysis was based on the

Chatvisualizer output).

Participants received detailed printed information and

subsequently reviewed it during the first onboarding workshop,

regarding the objectives of the project. It was made clear that

this research project did not provide academic credit, but that

individual participants would receive confirmation of their

participation in the project. It was then decided at a later stage

that participants would co-author the present academic paper and

that this would represent evidence of the competencies they had

acquired on this project.

Participants nominated one of their female peers, a graduate

of the Localized Engineering in Displacement and the engineering

projects course, who also had participated in the initiation course

to the HP Learning Studios and was active in designing and

developing engineering projects. As on-site project lead, she

would be in charge of local coordination and decision-making as

well as liaison with the management of the Learning Hub. She

supervised the document production process, coordinated on-site

meetings, ensured that assignment deadlines were respected, and

kept supplies well stocked.

Building research capacity was accomplished through a

bespoke blended course module designed by the project lead from

the University of Geneva, launched with an on-site workshop in the

Azraq refugee camp and continued virtually using the participatory

action research (PAR) framework (Pain et al., 2012; KT Pathways,

2022). The course module walked project participants through

the typical and recurring stages of a PAR project such as

planning, action, and reflection, followed by evaluation. More

specifically, the topics covered through the eight phases of

the course module involve research design, ethics, knowledge

and accountability, research questions, working relationships and

information required, and the evaluation of reflection processes as

a whole.

At the end of the capacity-building phase of the project,

participants had learned about different kinds of research, knew

how to distinguish between researcher-led and community-led

research projects, had decided that the project course would fall

into the category of community-led inquiry, and proceeded to

define the EdTech tool on which their evaluation toolbox project

would focus as a Makerspace.

Developmental evaluation

As there was no a priori intervention to be evaluated and in

light of the complexity of the humanitarian context, developmental

evaluations (Patton, 2010, 2012) emerged as the most appropriate

tool to be added to our methodological toolbox. They are designed

for complex systems, for innovation spaces where the indicators

are not known, where we do not know where to find them, but

where the objective is to create them through approaches that are

flexible and adaptable, that respect local culture, identify, and build

on existing knowledge, that design for learning over time, that

support the application and adaptation of new knowledge to local

contexts, and that establish true partnerships for mutual learning

(BetterEvaluation, 2022).

With traditional evaluation models, evaluators create logic

models that include well-defined and preferably SMART indicators

(Sandhu-Rojon, 2017) to clearly measure outcomes and ultimately

impact. In developmental evaluation, however, it is appropriate

to start without well-defined goals and objectives if we find

ourselves in new territory where the goalposts might be moving

and where we are confronted with “wicket problems, where we

don’t know the solutions” (Patton, 2012), where the key is to

find out what works and what does not, rather than following

established pathways to change, and where continuous adaptive

learning is key. The developmental evaluation framework captures

that learning in real time. The focus is therefore on innovation

and adaptation to emergent and complex situations. Patton (2006)

lays out the differences between traditional and developmental

evaluation along eight parameters, a comparison that provided

helpful guidance and corroboration of the innovative approach to

evaluation this project was taking.

According to Dozois et al. (2010), there are no established

or fixed ways, or templates for going about a developmental

evaluation. One of the key differences highlighted by Simister

(2020) between traditional evaluation, which is often carried out

primarily to demonstrate accountability to donors or government
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TABLE 2 Di�erences between traditional and developmental evaluations (adapted and expanded from Patton, 2006).

Traditional evaluation Developmental evaluation The rationale for the use of
developmental evaluation
in humanitarian contexts

Purpose Supports improvement, summative

tests, and accountability.

Supports the development of innovation and

adaptation in dynamic environments.

Adaptability to unpredictable contexts

Roles and relationships Positioned as an outsider to assure

independence and objectivity.

Positioned as an internal team function

integrated into the process of gathering and

interpreting data, framing issues, surfacing,

and testing model developments.

Meets criteria for Participation

Revolution in humanitarian action and

INEE Minimum Standard: Community

participation

Accountability Focused on external authorities and

funders based on explicit and

pre-ordinate criteria.

Centered on the innovators’ values and

commitment to making a difference.

Emphasizes accountability to vulnerable

populations

Options Rigorously options-focused, traditional

research, and disciplinary standards of

quality dominate.

Utilization-focused options are chosen in

service to developmental use.

Emphasizes local knowledge production

and respects contextual assets

Measurement Measure performance and success

against pre-determined goals and

SMART outcomes.

Develops measures and tracking mechanisms

quickly as outcomes emerge; measures can

change during the evaluation as outcomes

emerge.

Adaptability to dynamically evolving

humanitarian contexts

Evaluation results Detailed formal reports; validated best

practices, generalizable across time and

space. Can engender fear of failure.

Rapid, real-time feedback; diverse,

user-friendly forms of feedback. The

evaluation aims to nurture learning.

Strengthens the “Action” part of

Participatory Action Research; ensures

that results are returned to the affected

population

Complexity and

uncertainty

The evaluator tries to control design

implementation and the evaluation

process.

Learning to respond to lack of control;

staying in touch with what is unfolding and

responding accordingly.

Shifts from a focus on controlling all

risks to enabling vulnerable populations

to develop skills to manage uncertainty

Standards Methodological competence and

commitment to rigor, independence;

credibility with external authorities and

funders; analytical and critical thinking.

Methodological flexibility and eclecticism,

adaptability; systems thinking; balanced

creative and critical thinking; high tolerance

for ambiguity; open and agile; teamwork and

people skills; and ability to facilitate rigorous

evidence-based perspectives.

Supports a system approach engaging all

stakeholders equally instead of building

unsustainable donor-dependent

project-cycle-based parallel systems

agencies, and developmental evaluation is that the latter is focused

primarily on learning in order to improve performance within

the project or program being evaluated. Table 2 illustrates the key

differences between traditional and developmental evaluation and

highlights the relevance of the latter for humanitarian contexts.

Operationalizing the EdTech toolbox

In this section, we provide concrete examples of how each of

the tools was operationalized by the group of student researchers

following the task sequence of the Rainbow Framework and present

examples of the output.

Putting the rainbow framework in place

The management phase
The HP Research Group set up the HP Learning Studio

combined with the EngStarter and additional materials as the

Makerspace, reflected on possible users, invited a pilot group

of users, observed their use of the space, and then created an

outreach flier. Users reached through this recruitment phase, which

was organized according to guidelines established for outreach

in humanitarian contexts, and then came into the Makerspace.

The HP Research Group mapped the users, observed what they

were interested in doing in the Makerspace, and documented

their own observations and reflections as part of the PAR course

assignments. Throughout these first six phases of the PAR course,

the group had undergone iterative cycles of Action–Reflection–

Action–Reflection by way of sixcourse assignments, with an

additional two scheduled for the last phase of the course, which

overlapped with the operationalization of the methodological

EdTech toolbox prototype.

Participants shared their insights into what they had learned

throughout the first six phases of the PAR course module. A

thematic analysis (Braun and Clarke, 2006) of their contributions,

posted on the messaging forum, identified the following key

concepts: cooperation, social change, assessing community needs,

working as a team, building knowledge, dividing tasks among

team members, and stakeholder participation. Key concepts were

then returned to the group with each member contributing an

example of at least one of the concepts (cf Supplementary material).

Participants were now equipped with the necessary skills to carry

out contextual problem-tree analyses, use specific tools, such as

mind-mapping (Genovese, 2017), design short surveys, collect and

analyze data, and reflect on their practice.

In addition, the group also mapped the users’ interests over the

course of 3 months for a total number of users in the Makerspace

over the project period of 256. This provided input to a second
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TABLE 3 Areas of interest mapping.

Activity Areas of interest Social-emotional dimension

IT Computer skills personal

IT Searching the internet personal

IT Searching and reading reference material Personal/study

IT Design on Sprout Personal/community

Engineering Landscape design Contributing to community space

Engineering Recycling/circular economy Personal and community

Study English Personal

Meeting friends Life skills Personal and community/socializing/coping skills

thematic analysis of the different project ideas users produced

(plastic art, computer skills, Arabic calligraphy, hydroponics, time-

bank project to swap expertise, using recycled materials to make

toys, learning English, developing expertise in distance learning,

etc.) and was subsequently organized by the group by area of

interest as shown in Table 3.

The definition phase
The group had thus arrived at the critical stage of defining

what is to be evaluated (Table 4). They now knew enough about

the Makerspace as the EdTech tool they would evaluate, about

youth as users of the Makerspace in the Azraq camp, and about

their interests and preferences, to be able to advance to identifying

the “what is to be evaluated” before formulating research and

evaluation questions. In keeping with the bottom-up approach,

participants were introduced to tools rather than given theoretical

lectures on designing research and evaluation questions. Through

videos and facilitated readings, the group learned mind mapping

and proceeded to design their problem tree (Chevalier and Buckles,

2019), a fairly involved and time-consuming process, which

produced rich information and insights into the needs of the Azraq

camp inhabitants and their community.

All group members worked on the identification of the main

topic, the trunk of the tree, using the problem-tree or situational

analysis tool (Chevalier and Buckles, 2008) that is widely used in

participatory research to map problems, their causes, and needs.

Two group members then teamed up to identify the topics that

would become the branches (Figure 2), and all branches were then

combined and presented as the completed tree (Figure 2).

Framing the evaluation phase
The group had thereby developed a very comprehensive picture

of the needs of the Azraq camp community and how these needs

were related to each other and was ready to relate the affordances

of the Makerspace to solving these needs; in short, they were ready

to evaluate how the Makerspace and its EdTech as installed in their

camp could actually solve problems of camp residents that they had

identified through their problem-tree analysis.

They then proceeded to the next step of the project: defining

evaluation questions, i.e., if and how the EdTech of Makerspace

could contribute to solving community problems. In that, the group

was guided by three key question types (cf Table 3), with output

summarized in Table 5.

Description and causal allocation phase
Based on the Azraq camp problem tree, the group produced a

large number of potential evaluation questions (cf Table 5).

The synthesis phase
In a second iteration, the table became the input for in-

depth group discussions as to which of these were evaluation

questions linked to the potential uses of the Makerspace as an

example of EdTech, and how this type of EdTech could serve

the needs identified by the HP Research Group and the users of

the Makerspace. Table 5 summarizes the selection of evaluation

questions linked to the Makerspace as EdTech and provides

examples of how, with the EdTech embedded in the Makerspace,

solutions could be generated by the users. The addition of potential

solutions in response to the evaluation questions identified by

the researchers was to test the contextual relevance of the

evaluation questions.

Meeting the criteria for developmental evaluation
in humanitarian contexts

The comparison between traditional and developmental

evaluations and the latter’s relevance to humanitarian contexts

is summarized in Table 2 above. Moving to the last task of the

Rainbow Framework, and in light of the fact that pandemic-

related restrictions and cost-cutting had not yet allowed for

carrying out evaluations in the camp, participants decided to

repurpose the last phase of the BetterEvaluation framework and

describe the impact of designing and using new tools to evaluate

EdTech in humanitarian contexts. To this end, the research group

engaged in reflection on how the overall framework and the

different tools met the needs of forcibly displaced youth and their

communities. Had the Rainbow Framework and developmental

evaluation together with the tools of Participatory Action

Research responsibly supported Core Humanitarian Standards
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TABLE 4 List of evaluation themes produced by the research group.

Problem tree branch Evaluation themes and related data collection questions

Residence • What is the camp population?

• How many housing units are there in the camp?

• What are the pros and cons of housing and housing in the camp?

• What is the role of the High Commissioner in securing housing?

• How can a housing solution be found, if any?

Transport • What are the places that are visited frequently (hospital-market-camp center....)?

• Which means of transport would you prefer to move inside the camp (by foot, bicycle, rudimentary transport vehicles, and

public transport)?

• If a public means of transportation is available, what is the frequency that you propose should be provided (a quarter of an hour, half an

hour, or an hour)?

• What is the virtue of having a permanent line passing all vital points in the camp?

• Does it prefer to go to every village?

• What is the acceptable tax on the passenger within the camp?

• What is the period of time that you prefer should be covered by transportation (starting time and stopping time)?

• Is the provision of specialized seats for people with disabilities necessary in this vehicle?

• What do you think of the availability of transport on demand (by mobile phone)?

Water • How much water does the camp consume in 1 month?

• Why is tap water not suitable for drinking?

• How much drinking water does the camp need for 1 month?

• Can we manually filter the non-drinking water in the camp?

• How can we do that?

• How can Makerspace help us?

• How can we reduce the wastage of water?

• How can we make the transportation of water to the shelter easier?

Education • Do you feel that the current way of educating children fully prepares them for the needs of the 21st Century in this camp?

• What do you feel would be the most exciting or effective learning environment?

• How could your child’s school be better for your child and all children?

• How often do you talk with your child about school and about what he/she is learning?

• What is your plan of action when your children do not learn?

Communications • For what purposes is the internet needed?

• Is the quality of the internet good enough to satisfy all requirements in the camp?

• And if not, how could we contribute to making it meet all requirements?

• Why does the camp need a strong network?

• What is the importance of the internet for the people in the camp?

• How does the internet in the camp support the students and help them with their studies?

• What are the disadvantages of a bad network?

• How can we improve the quality of the network in the camp and find solutions by using Makerspace?

• How can we increase the awareness of the youth about the overuse of the internet and its disadvantages?

• Why do so many people not have balance or data on their phones?

• What are the reasons for the bad network in the camp?

Jobs • What is the role of society toward the problem of not having enough work opportunities?

• How can organizations provide work opportunities for everyone?

• What is the average income required for each family?

• How many people can work in the camp?

• How many people are currently working?

• How many individuals should work in each family?

• How can working outside the camp reduce the number of unemployed?

• Can we form small projects?

• Who should support small projects?

• How does the increase in the number of unemployed affect society?

Electricity • How much electricity does the electricity field produce in the camp?

• What is the average daily consumption of electric energy in the camp?

• What are the most important causes that lead to the extravagant use of electrical energy?

• What are the effects on society due to the wastage of electricity?

• What are the effects on the individual as a result of extravagant use of electrical energy?

• How can we reduce the wastage of electrical energy in the camp?

• What is the role of the local community in treating the wastage of electrical energy?

(CHS Alliance, 2014)? Traditional evaluations are almost always

initiated by outside consultants to ensure impartiality. However,

accountability to affected populations requires deeper and more

sustained community engagement that goes beyond participation

in interviews, surveys and focus groups. While fear of negative

feedback from communities, lack of resources, and competing

priorities are often cited by humanitarian actors as reasons

for choosing traditional and donor-facing evaluation approaches,

community participation ensures access to affected populations

and their resources, makes assistance more efficient and speeds up

recovery (CHS Alliance, 2014). Putting crisis-affected youth at the

center of a humanitarian response also yields important (social)
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FIGURE 2

Completed map transformed into a problem tree with seven branches (clockwise from the top: residence, transport, water, education,

communication, jobs, and electricity).

protection benefits and contributes to their self-reliance (Holmes

and Lowe, 2023).

From the key criteria listed for developmental evaluations

and their application in humanitarian contexts, this project had

adapted to the needs of an unpredictable camp context, emphasized

community participation, local knowledge production, and respect

for contextual assets; it had put vulnerable youth in charge of

“Action” and through detailed analyses of needs in their camp,

it enabled them to exercise accountability to their community.

The project illustrates how it met the criteria for Participation

Revolution in humanitarian action and the INEE Minimum

Standard for community participation as referenced above.

Reporting impact
The last phase of the Rainbow Framework (BetterEvaluation,

2022) provides for reporting on the impact and on developing

recommendations that support the future use of the evaluated

EdTech. In Phase 3 of the BetterEvaluation framework, participants

produced a number of evaluation questions related to the potential

use of the EdTech involved in this project and demonstrated

how participatory approaches could produce a comprehensive

contextual understanding of the impact a particular EdTech could

have on the humanitarian community where it was implemented.

The final selection of evaluation questions and implementation of

the remaining phases of the BetterEvaluation framework for this

particular EdTech remained subject to funding and restrictions

related to the pandemic.

As the focus of this study is on the design and development

of methodological tools, we, therefore, propose a meta-analysis

of the process, the program of activities, and the impact these

have on the community, in particular on the group of student

researchers. To this end, personal reflections on the project and its

implementation were requested from each group member. There

was no prescribed format; participants could choose video, audio,

or narrative, as well as samples of the creations at the Makerspace.

A total of 12 comprehensive files were submitted anonymously and

subsequently analyzed by the project lead using thematic analysis

based on Braun and Clarke (2006). Submitted video and audio files

were first transcribed for analysis. Inductive and semantic coding
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TABLE 5 List of evaluation questions and suggested answers produced by the HP Research Group.

Residence:

How can a housing solution be found, if any?

The equipment in Makerspace can be used to redesign shelters or at least make some adjustments to the shelter design.

Transport:

How can the provision of specialized seats in vehicles for people with disabilities be accomplished?

We can make use of the equipment in Makerspace in the process of designing special vehicles and seating options that accommodate people with different types of

disabilities.

Water:

How can we make the transportation of water to the shelter easier?

A suitable solution is to put a water faucet in every shelter (water distribution times need to be defined of course in order to reduce water wastage). We can design a

blueprint for the camp’s water network using Sprout and do the necessary calculations on the laptops. We can supplement this by building a prototype of the faucet and

the network using the materials included in the EngStarter kit (e.g. K’NEX).

Education:

How could it be better?

It can be improved if we supplement formal instruction with informal learning using the laptops that allow us to access more learning materials that are suitable for

children and also easy to use for their parents; at the high school or university level, the Makerspace technology supports the design of better class presentations, helps

engineering students create prototypes, and allows students to save their work for off-line use as the internet is always unstable. This increases students’ desire to

explore and learn new things, follow their interests, and motivates them to complete their education in the best way.

Communications:

How can we improve the quality of the network in the camp and find solutions by using Markerspace?

We can use the Makerspace technology to map connectivity in the different villages at different times of the day to better understand the load on the camp’s network

and work out recommendations as to how different users could be given priority at different times so as not to overload the system. Internet access in the Makerspace

helps us communicate the results of our research to the community.

Jobs:

Can we form small project teams?

We can take advantage of the Makerspace infrastructure, exchange ideas, form a team, design small projects using the Makerspace EdTech tools, and then present these

to interested NGOs looking for solutions to problems they have identified (hydroponics project, for example).

Electrical:

How can we reduce the wastage of electrical energy in the camp?

We can use Sprout to design a light sensor that turns lights off automatically in the daytime and turns them back on when it gets dark. The Makerspace plays a big role

in providing a space to search for solutions and share ideas and design processes that actually solve real problems in our community.

was used to then develop first-cycle codes; these 25 codes were then

grouped into five themes with duplicate codes or near duplicates

eliminated, and during a subsequent third sweep through the

qualitative data, a total of 83 items distributed across the five themes

were identified.

Table 6 provides an overview of the process from the first-cycle

coding to the grouping into salient themes to the second-cycle

coding and quantification, with percentages of second-cycle codes

allocated to each theme (cf. Appendix for sample quotes).

Synthesis and discussion

Understanding evaluation as a concept and as a process was

challenging for recent high school graduates with little background

in the social sciences. This required balancing the building of

foundational knowledge of specific accepted scientific approaches

and minimal interference with locally informed approaches,

and also preserving a degree of fuzziness and messiness that

would support bottom-up innovation that did not follow a

received innovation design process. The developmental evaluation

framework provided considerable flexibility for the participants

to scope ideas, follow up with collaborative inquiry, observation

of the Makerspace users, and scope of evaluation questions while

remaining entirely embedded in the reality of the humanitarian

context of their community and for which the use of EdTech

tools was to be evaluated. Emerging from an education system

that did not prioritize independent, creative, and critical thinking,

these recent high school graduates were ideal participants in that

they were not entirely set in their ways of learning and exploring

their environment. This supported trial-and-error learning, being

receptive to feedback, opening up to new and diverse ideas, and

gaining confidence in their abilities to contribute to science. As

a learning opportunity, this project allowed them to acquire 21st

century skills and contributed greatly to social-emotional learning

during the pandemic. “What is important is that we develop

a culture of evaluation, in which mistakes are seen as learning

opportunities and learning as a major source of growth and

development” (Feinstein, 2006, p. 8).
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TABLE 6 Project impact codes and themes.

First-cycle Codes Themes Second-cycle Codes Count/%

1. Active creator 1. Time Free time 4/4.8%

2. Benefits me as a person Fun time

3. Benefits my studies 2. Relationships Knowing people (social) 12/14.5%

4. Communication skills Teamwork

Trust

5. Community problems 3. 21st century skills Communication skills 28/33.7%

6. Creativity Find solutions

7. Empowerment IT skills

8. Find solutions Present ideas

9. Free time Problem solving

10. Fun time Research skills and tools

11. IT skills 4. Social skills Making a difference 16/19.3%

12. Knowing people (social) Understanding community problems

Understanding social issues

13. Learning 5. Personal development Creativity 23/27.7%

14. Making a difference Learning

15. Present ideas Personal benefits

16. Pride Pride

17. Problem solving Self-confidence

18. Research skills Self-discovery

19. Research tools

20. Self-confidence

21. Self-discovery

22. Teamwork

23. Time

24. Trust

25. Understanding social issues 83/100%

From a methodological point of view, the different tools that

make up the toolbox prototype are responsive to the Grand Bargain

Commitments regarding local ownership of projects and processes,

appropriate to the context in which they will be used, effective

in that they produce usable results, and efficient in that they do

not require lengthy training. The prototype as a whole is greater

than the sum of its parts, i.e., its individual methods and tools.

And yet, even the selection of individual tools may likely generate

important insights and learning opportunities that are participant-

led and community-embedded.

As noted in the background section, there is scant evidence of

EdTech in emergency situations (World Bank, 2016). The project

reported on in this study seeks to contribute to the creation

of evidence regarding EdTech interventions in fragile contexts

through the design of a methodological toolbox prototype, by

and for forcibly displaced youth living in fragile contexts. The

project built on principles that included a clear understanding

of low-resource humanitarian contexts, that EdTech is a tool

and not the solution, that we need to start with the problem

and not the technology, and that the human factor is critical

to impactful EdTech applications (Tobin and Hieker, 2021). The

proposed methodological toolbox prototype was designed with

refugee youth aged 18–35, but the framework and tools can be

easily adapted for use by secondary school students, and even

upper-level primary school students can engage in participatory

research initiatives. The EdTech to be evaluated for implementation

need not be an entire suite of IT tools, as was the case with

the HP Learning Studio, as the toolbox approach lends itself

readily to participatory evaluation for low-resource humanitarian

contexts of stand-alone tools, such as educational apps and learning

management systems.

Conclusion

Raluca et al. (2022) conclude a recent policy brief regarding

EdTech use during the global pandemic as follows:

“What we know less about is whether distance learning

and EdTech can help offset [these] negative consequences. . .A

core constraint, however, is the availability of local data

and information to inform this decision-making. Without an

operating footprint of schools to channel information up and

down, policymakers have to be realistic. They are likely to have

less information than what is normally available from weak

education management and data collection systems, meaning

they will be unable to optimize their decisions.” (Raluca et al.,

2022, p. 3).

Years of emphasis on more evidence-based approaches to

learning in fragile contexts have largely oriented the focus to

applying the “gold standard” of research methods, RCTs, and

other quasi-empirical methods, to constructing this evidence.

The guide to assessing the strength of evidence in education
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(Building Evidence in Education Working Group, 2015) follows

a similar pattern, relying on the understanding that evidence is

constructed using the accepted scientific method as usually applied

in Western research centers and higher education institutions

where controlling variables and methodological finesse are an

integral part of the research enterprise and where research

output generally does not directly affect people’s lives. When

such approaches are exported to fragile contexts they invariably

set up a power differential between those who are studied

and those who are doing the research (Fox et al., 2020). This

approach, however, is increasingly questioned by those whose

voices are supposedly included in the research, but who are at

best enumerators, collecting data on variables and indicators to

whose identification they had never contributed, and which will

inform research and evaluation questions that they themselves

rarely learn about. As the research and evaluation results are

only occasionally returned to the population under study, this

type of extractive research is increasingly questioned (Bastida

et al., 2009; Cordner et al., 2012) not only on ethical grounds

(Kouritzin and Nakagawa, 2018) but also in terms of validity and

reliability of its results. If including refugee voices is limited to their

participation in focus groups and KI interviews—the selection is

often co-determined by their level of proficiency in the language

of the researcher(s)—it is difficult to claim that the quality of

the evidence warrants its consideration for policymaking that

directly affects the studied population. It is thus not surprising

that so much of EdTech in humanitarian contexts remains

unused or not used as intended and that potentially valuable

uses remain unidentified. This usually leads to more studies

using the same traditional research and evaluation approaches

being commissioned and which largely produce more of the

same results.

In this project, we invested considerable effort in being and

remaining grounded (Strauss and Corbin, 1994), digging into

the toolbox of research methods that would be compatible with

empowering young people to become evaluators and researchers,

giving them enough time and opportunity to build their skills,

for using their voices and breaking new ground not by inventing

new research methods, but by combining respected methods

in ways that would ultimately contribute to a responsible

methodological toolbox for use in humanitarian contexts. Setting

the approach within a highly respected evaluation framework

(BetterEvaluation, 2022) was initially a risky departure from

our grounded approach, but the Rainbow framework stood the

test and proved to be a valuable guide and roadmap that also

ensured the interface to more traditional evaluation approaches

with which the humanitarian community would be more familiar

and thus perhaps improving chances for acceptance of the
project’s outcomes.

While building the methodological toolbox took time and
benefited from available resources locally, the resulting prototype

responds to the demands of efficiency in humanitarian contexts: the

user does not need to go through all the stages in the same in-depth
way but can prioritize certain stages and invest more resources

where considered appropriate. No two humanitarian contexts are

alike. The resource base can be extremely varied, and a one-size-

fits-all approach is thus ill suited for fragile contexts. Each context

merits to be studied by those who live in it and are the intended

beneficiaries of EdTech. EdTech innovators should constantly ask

themselves if they have correctly identified the “customer’s pain

point” (Atwater, 2022), “it’s easy to fall in love with a solution first

and back into the problem it solves. In a crisis, we make fewer

mistakes in the choice of the problem, and we do a much better

job about picking solutions.” Much of EdTech is designed as a

solution without a profound understanding of the problem, worse

yet, it is designed as a solution, rather than as an open-ended, fuzzy,

and messy tool that lets the ultimate users decide on its use and

usefulness. Thus evaluating EdTech needs to be user- and context-

driven and the process of learning how to evaluate EdTech might

turn out to be at least as, if not more important than the outcome,

strengthening both our accountability to youth in fragile contexts

and our engagement as higher education actors to contribute to

operationalizing the Grand Bargain commitments.
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Appendix

This produced the following rich output of

(unedited) examples:

Output from follow-up assignment:

Building knowledge: We have developed the skills of members

(using the place) and expanded their awareness in many areas,

including teaching them how to use advanced computers (Sprout).

Social change: By working in the Makerspace and following up

on place users, we have noticed a lot of harmony, cooperation, and

exchange of ideas, despite their different cultures and social groups,

this is a goal that we have achieved and a great achievement.

Hope this works!

Stakeholders: They are the people directly related[sic] and

affected, and the involvement of stakeholders in the research helps

in gathering information and helps to define the needs of the local

community. They are generally people in the community (and part

of them are users of the place).

Division of tasks: We divided the tasks among the team members

according to the skills and experiences of each member of the team,

for example, when we featured the brochure, Mohamed Al-Hamoud,

with the assistance of RawanAl-Maher, designed the external pictures

of the publication. Ahmed and Ali were tasked with writing the

content in both languages. Arabic and English, Rowan and Bashar

were tasked with spelling and final design on the laptop, which was

the task of Kawkab and Muhammad al-Qadri.

Community needs assessment: Through our follow-up of the

place, users, their sharing of ideas, and through discussions, we were

able to determine the needs of the local community. For example,

the youth in the camp need to learn the English language in order to

study and work. Another example: People here need plants, but the

soil is not suitable for cultivation, so the idea of a hydroponic project

was born.

Cooperation between the members of the group: Since the

beginning of the course, I and the members of the group were

sympathetic at the beginning. We distributed the tasks to the

members according to the skill of each individual. Some of them

had the task of entering data on the laptop, and some of them had

to register what we needed of[sic] materials. Also, they cooperated

in distributing publications in the centers. In addition, we had to

determine the content and form of the publication.

Working as a team: We were always in contact with each other,

either through periodic sessions or via WhatsApp, cooperating and

helping each other to complete tasks in[sic] time and coordinating

among us. For example, when we distribute brochures in the camp,

we worked as a team and each member helped.
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